
 Feliz Natal! Heri ya Krismasi! Glaedelig Jul! Shinnen omedeto! 

While many people think that Christmas is a holiday largely celebrated in 

the United States, it brings joy to families all around the world.  

    Santa Claus, or St. Nicholas, is known for bringing presents on Christ-

mas Eve, but he is not the only gift bringer celebrated throughout the world. 

In Italy, children receive gifts from La Befana, a kind witch. German chil-

dren write to the Christkind, a Christmas angel, in hopes that he will leave 

presents under the tree. In Sweden, porridge is left out for a gnome called 

the Tomte, and in Syria, hay is left for the Three Kings' youngest camel, in 

hopes that he will leave presents in its place.   

    Several types of Christmas feasts are eaten in different parts of the world, 

as well. While roast turkey is often eaten in the United States, it is also had 

in countries like Belgium, Brazil, Britain, Nigeria and Ireland. A spicy 

chicken stew is eaten in Ethiopia (Africa) and in Italy, a feast of roasted eel 

is prepared, while families in Finland may enjoy boiled cod. Desserts such 

as a rice pudding in Denmark and a tall yellow cake, called Panettone, 

which is enjoyed by those in Italy, are also often found at the Christmas 

table. Families all around the world bake their own unique Christmas cook-

ies, from lebkuchen (layb-coo-khen), a German cookie similar to ginger-

bread, to a sweet walnut or fruit filled cookie, called the kifli, by those who 

are Hungarian. 

    All countries have their own unique Christmas traditions. In Mexico, 

children attempt to smash pinatas filled with tiny presents. Alaskan children 

try to obtain a star carried on a pole, in a game similar to tag. In Germany, a 

Christmas market called the Weihnachtsnarkt sells Christmas cookies and 

hot spicy drinks to shoppers buying decorations and gifts. The Christmas 

tree, now found in homes throughout the world, was first hung, upside-

down, in Eastern Europe, and was first decorated by Martin Luther, a Ger-

man priest. 

    People throughout the world have been celebrating Christmas for over 

2,000 years. Traditions both new and old, some similar, some unique, make 

Christmas a special time for all those who gather together on this special 

day. 
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Tech of Today 
  

Two totally new and cool high tech electronics have come out of the amazing year of 2015 

 

First, There's a revolution under way in the skies above us: the innovative use of aerial camera 

drone technology to  open up a world of unimagined opportunities for professional and hobbyist 

photographers, search & rescue teams, remote exploration applications, and much more. And as 

these drones become ever-smaller, lighter, less expensive, more versatile, and easier to operate, so 

too does their range of potential uses . 

 

DJI’s vision is to create solutions that make advanced capabilities accessible to anyone with an 

idea, a need or an opportunity. The results, camera drones that are renowned for their ease of use - 

lightweight, maneuverable, power-efficient and incredibly versatile. They can transmit real-time 

video information while in-flight, without adverse performance issues or interference, even in some 

of the most remote and demanding environments on Earth. 

Second, have  you ever wanted to take off like Marty McFly, without having to bend the space-time 

continum? The flying DeLorean might still be some way off, but in the present hoverboard technol-

ogy is cruising along nicely and its flagship model just got an upgrade. Hendo 2.0, the updated ver-

sion of the hoverboard that caught everyone's attention exactly one year ago, has just been released, 

and it's really something. 

The hoverboard, the result of a collaboration with skateboard maestro Tony Hawk, works by using 

what is known as Magnetic Field Architecture hover engine technology. 

"The hover engine creates a primary magnetic field which is then put over a candidate surface like 

aluminum or copper" explains Greg Henderson, co-founder and CEO of Arx Pax, the company be-

hind the invention. "The hover engine then creates swirls of electricity and those create a secondary 

magnetic field, which propels the firsts." 
~Evan Clausen 

Sports 
 
Do you play a school sport? Do you play 

a sport anywhere else? Well, if you don’t but 

are interested, you can sign up for the North 

Tonawanda Youth Center basketball, or sign up 

for a spring sport this school year. Playing a 

sport is a very good way to exercise and stay in 

shape. Some fun sports to play are: basketball, 

volleyball, football, soccer, hockey, golf, bowl-

ing, gymnastics, dance, and more! 

~Paige Book 

http://www.analog.com/en/landing-pages/001/DJI.html?ADICID=1507_NA_EN_IADTG_MULTPG_MULT_MULT_PG_AWP-DJI_DSNW_GOOGLE_NONE_AL_MQL&gclid=CJn7o7L2tskCFQcSHwod6HAI6g#
http://hendohover.com/
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/10/22/tech/hoverboard/index.html
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Top 5 methods to determine the existence of Santa  
  
 Ever wonder if  Santa is real? Have a group of  friends that say he’s not? 
Curious as to why there are so many of  those guys dressed in bright red suits 
at the malls? Who is really putting those presents under your tree? 
Well here are a few ways to find out! 
 

#5) Thanks to the government, you can track his path with help of  NORAD 
{www.noradsanta.org}. Wait for him to get close to your city, then set up a 
video camera near you tree. Don’t forget the cookies you’ll want a good 
picture of  him munching on the cookies. 
 
#4) Rumor has it that Kris likes to travel by reindeer. So you can leave 
some carrots on the roof  where you can see them, and hopefully they’ll if  
they are eaten, well, Santa’s got to be real.  
 
#3) Sprinkle your floor by the fire place lightly with flour. When jolly St.  
Nick shimmies down the chimney, he’ll leave big boot prints to find in the 
morning. 
 
#2) You can go to Gander Mountain and grab a ghillie suit. Complete with 
ornaments, tinsel and a few lights. Then wait. 
 
#1) If  you’re good with computers you could hack into government web 
sites and look for a person with a lot of  visas. That would probably be 
Santa.  Good luck and tell me if  they work. 

~Salem Nyari 
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Fun Page 

~Mitchell Sulkowski 

Have fun coloring Frosty!! 
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Wildest Dreams do Come True 

~Stella Usiak 

This is Stella Usiak. To all of you who supported me throughout my transplant by making cards and videos to cheer me up, thank 

you! Also, I want to thank everyone who helped my wildest dream come true! For those of you who don’t know my wildest 

dream was to meet Taylor Swift. I thought you might want to hear all about my trip to meet Taylor Swift. 

 

Last year, I entered a Scholastic contest to meet Taylor Swift. This year I found out I won! I couldn’t believe I won out of 45,000 

kids. On the 26th of October I left for Miami, Florida to see Taylor in concert and get a meet-n-greet. When I arrived in Miami, I 

was surprised by how hot and sunny it was.  It was also interesting to see the many exotic plants and wild life.  

 

Our hotel was very nice. We even had a view of the bay. The next day we spent getting ready for the concert make-up, dress, 

shoes and jewelry. Also I needed a nap so I had energy. At 5:30 we headed down to the concert. When we were walking inside I 

saw a camera guy, so I handed him my card. He looked at it then at me and then at it again. He was like wait a minute, “you’re 

Stella? I’m supposed to interview you.” It was crazy. So I ended up on T.V. in Miami. Finally, it was time for the meet-n-greet. 

We waited in line forever and then it was our turn. It was quick but it was quality. Taylor was very focused on me. It was one of 

the best times of my life, she talked to me until her people kicked us out. I also gave her my business cards, Stella bracelets, a 

Stella strong t-shirt, a bracelet I made, and some orange chocolate.  

The concert was also amazing! The plane ride back was rough, we got stuck in New York for the night. Then the next day when 

we landed in Buffalo, we landed on one wheel and skidded sideways to a stop. Scary but so worth it. That was one of the best 

days of my life. Thank you again to all who worked so hard to make my dream come true! 

Have you ever needed to get a gift but have no money? Or how about if your friends give you a sarcastic 

answer on what they'd like for Christmas? Now you can get them back with a sarcastic present. Here are 

four punny Christmas gift ideas for anyone in a crunch.  

 

•Xbox- what you'll need is a box 

unfold the box and when your friend asks why you gave them a collapsed box just say that you gave them 

an Ex-box! 

 

•Beats by Dre- what you'll need for this one is a few beets and a big plate.  

set the beets on the tray and boom, beets by tray! 

 

•Ferrari- what you'll need is Google and a printer 

print out a picture of Ariana Grande with her famous fur coat on and when they ask why you gave them 

this, say that they wanted a Fur-Ari 

 

•MacBook- what you'll need is a book and a printer/ art skills.  

In the book draw/cut and paste pictures of things that associate with the word mac. (i.e. a Big Mac, Mack-

lemore, etc.) once you friend asks what it is, it's a MacBook! Or a book full of Macs depending on how 

you interpret it.  
 ~Maddie Beattie 

Punny Christmas Gift Ideas 



Do you want to see an article written 

by you in our newspaper? 

 

Well, then you should join newspaper 

club! 

To watch our videos on  

YouTube, scan the code below or go 

to the website. 

Listen to the morning/afternoon 

announcements for the meeting 

dates and times! 

https://youtu.be/CHSASLZnZiU 

https://youtu.be/OAEOnB1g0_k 

Recently, the members of the 
NTMS National Junior Honor  

Society attended a field trip at  
The Maid of the Mist. Check it out! 


